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Eurogroup Fails, Again.

EU member states were given the perfect opportunity to show its citizens, and more so its

critics, that it is a harmonious bloc that could and would shift mountains for its people.

With the European economy under the boot of the COVID crisis, perhaps now more than ever

in the EU's history, members need to put political differences aside for the good of its people

and form a robust fiscal line of defence.

But this is the EU, so obviously, the bickering and the grudges put a stop to any timely action,

no matter how desperate the needs of the people are.
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As you would expect, EUR didn't take the news well, and the longer we wait for a fiscal

response, the heavier it will feel.

All eyes are now on Thursday where they meet again, surely this bureaucratic champion of

the people can agree on something???

Don't hold your breath

Fed Minutes

Tonight sees the release of the Fed Minutes for meetings held in March, a month which saw

the Reserve throw the sink, the draining board, the counter and the rest of the kitchen at the

market.

You would be forgiven for losing track of all the measures that have been unleashed by the

Federal Reserve, and I know I have!

Via RTRS –



On Wednesday afternoon the first detailed accounts of that debate will be released when the

central bank publishes minutes of the meetings at which policymakers slashed interest rates

back to zero, broadened access to US dollars for foreign central banks, and restarted the

massive asset purchases that have come to define monetary policy in a crisis.

If past practice is a guide, the minutes will provide detail on the Fed decisions announced on

March 3 and March 15 after Fed Chair Jerome Powell convened emergency meetings as the

scale of the pandemic and its risk to the US economy became clear. The readout may also

include their discussions of a slate of related actions that flowed from those two meetings.

Most Fed officials now agree the US economy is in a recession that may cut US output by

double digits in the second quarter and throw 20 million people or more out of work, at least

temporarily, due to measures taken to contain the spread of COVID-19, the illness caused by

the coronavirus

Wednesday's minutes may show just how dire a threat officials saw in those earliest moments

and what spurred them to action

The first move came on Feb. 28

With the S&P 500 Index tumbling 15% from its record high in just seven sessions and

corporate credit spreads widening fast, Powell released an unscheduled statement at 2:30

p.m. pledging that Fed officials would "use our tools and act as appropriate to support the

economy."

The following Tuesday - March 3 - the Fed cut its benchmark lending rate by half a

percentage point to a range of 1.00% to 1.25%.

"The fundamentals of the US economy remain strong," the US central bank said. "However,

the coronavirus poses evolving risks to economic activity."

It was soon apparent that that would not be nearly enough and that officials could not wait

until their next scheduled meeting - set for March 17 and 18 - to take further action.

On March 15, the Sunday before that meeting, the Fed took its boldest action since the height

of the financial crisis.

The central bank cut interest rates by a full point back to near zero and reintroduced a pledge

to leave them there for the foreseeable future. It promised to buy at least $700 billion of

bonds, and slashed the interest rate on its lender-of-last-resort facility for banks to just 0.25%.

It also announced a coordinated action with five other central banks to pump much-needed

dollars into their jurisdictions.

How much beyond that will be covered in Wednesday's minutes is unclear, but the Fed's

actions continued through the rest of the month. By the end of March, it would remove the lid

on its bond purchases. It would also announce the launch of more than half a dozen new

credit programs to keep key markets operating and even to get funds into the hands of

smaller businesses excluded from international finance markets.

Whether or not you've shown interest in previous Fed Minutes, my advice to you is to show

one today.

This will be a great insight into those frantic days of peak panic and will perhaps offer a guide

on what is to come should levels of market fear return to heady levels.



Super-Contango

A quick view at the front of the WTI curve whereas we start hitting the May-June roll a spread

of monstrous proportions has developed.

It will now cost you ~20% to simply hold onto your longs!

CIRCUIT BREAKERS (Apr 08)

*E-MINI S&P:

During non-US trading hours

Jun' 20 (M0 Futures) – Hard upside or downside limit of 5% from 1800EDT/2200GMT to

0930EDT/1330GMT (2517.00 downside/ 2782.00 upside)

During US trading hours (Futures)

Futures have no limit up

Limit Down (M0 Futures)

Level 1: 7% fall to 2463.50

Level 2: 13% drop to 2304.00

Level 3: 20% decline to 2118.00

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*NASDAQ

During non-US trading hours

Jun' 20 (M0 Futures) – Hard upside or downside limit of 5% from 1800EDT/2200GMT to

0930EDT/1330GMT (7635.75 downside/ 8440.25 upside)

During US trading hours (Futures)

Futures have no limit up



Limit Down (M0 Futures)

Level 1: 7% fall to 7474.75

Level 2: 13% drop to 6991.75

Level 3: 20% decline to 6428.25

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*DOW JONES:

During non-US trading hours

Jun'20 (M0 Futures) – Hard upside or downside limit of 5% from 1800EDT/2200GMT to

0930EDT/1330GMT (21408 downside/ 23672 upside)

During US trading hours (Futures)

Futures have no limit up

Limit Down (M0 Futures)

Level 1: 7% fall to 20955

Level 2: 13% drop to 19595

Level 3: 20% decline to 18010

Chart Of The Day- The Search Is On

The number of people searching Google for information on "unemployment benefits" has

been higher so far this week than last.

Based on the last three weeks of data, a simple model based on Google's current estimate of

search activity would predict that about 10 million claims will be filed in the week ending April

4

WuFlu Update

DEATHS AND INFECTIONS



The number of confirmed infections of the novel coronavirus exceeded 1.38 million globally

and the death toll crossed 81,400.

EUROPE

* Spain's daily deaths rose on Tuesday for the first time in five days, with 743 people

succumbing overnight compared with 637 in the previous 24 hours. Total cases rose to

140,510 and the death toll was at 13,798.

* Total infections in Germany rose by 4,003 in the past 24 hours to 103,228, climbing for the

second straight day after four previous days of drops. The death toll rose by 254 to 1,861.

* British Prime Minister Boris Johnson was set to spend a second night in intensive care on

Tuesday, while his foreign minister led the government's response. Cabinet Minister Michael

Gove said he was self isolating as a family member has symptoms.

* In the Swiss Army's biggest call-up since World War II, thousands of soldiers have been sent

to support health workers, while hundreds have been confined to barracks after potential

exposure.

* France has officially registered more than 10,000 deaths from coronavirus infections on

Tuesday, becoming the fourth country to go beyond that threshold.

* Norway will ease some restrictions, its prime minister said.

* Finland will start tracking the spread in its population with randomised antibody tests.

* Vietnam donated 550,000 face masks to five European countries on Tuesday. * Ireland's

chief medical officer said he did not expect to be able to recommend a lifting of severe

restrictions by April 12.

* Czech lawmakers approved keeping the country under the state of emergency until April 30,

a shorter extension than the government had sought.

* The first patients have been admitted to the new Nightingale Hospital in London, which has

been set up in just nine days at the Excel Exhibition Centre. The facility will provide up to

4,000 beds equipped with ventilators and oxygen.

AMERICAS

* US President Donald Trump said the United States might be getting to the top of the "curve"

of the coronavirus outbreak and reiterated that he wants to get the US economy reopened

soon.

* New York state is nearing a plateau in number of patients hospitalized, Governor Andrew

Cuomo said, while total infections in the country rose to 374,329, with the death toll reaching

12,064.

* US President Donald Trump sharply criticized the World Health Organization on Tuesday,

accusing it of being too focused on China and issuing bad advice during the outbreak and

saying he would put a hold on US funding for the agency.

* California's Santa Clara County slowed the illness with early and aggressive shelter-at-home

rules. The county of about 2 million people was initially on track to develop an estimated

50,000 cases by May 1. It now may have just 2,500 to 12,000.

* Wisconsin voters faced long lines at limited polling locations on Tuesday during the state's

presidential primary and local elections.



* COVID-19 is killing African-Americans at a higher rate than the US population at large,

according to preliminary numbers from Louisiana, Michigan and Illinois that officials say point

to disparities in health and healthcare access.

* The United States deported 61 Haitian migrants on Tuesday despite fears of further

spreading the deadly disease in the poorest country in the Americas.

* Tesla Inc told employees it would furlough all non-essential workers and implement salary

cuts during a shutdown of its US production facilities because of the outbreak.

* Canada needs to do more to persuade Washington not to block medical supplies from

flowing across the border, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said.

* Uruguay said it has agreed to repatriate 112 Australians and New Zealanders from a cruise

ship stranded in the La Plata River near Montevideo since March 27, with most of the 219

passengers infected by the coronavirus.

* Ecuador's government is preparing an emergency burial ground on land donated by a

private cemetery in Guayaquil, the country's largest city, to address a shortage of burial plots.

The country had 3,995 confirmed cases and 220 deaths.

* Mexico has registered 346 new cases, bringing the total to 2,785, as well as 141 deaths.

* Panama reported 149 new cases, bringing the total to 2,249. The death toll stands at 59.

* El Salvador warned that security forces had been ordered to enforce quarantine orders more

rigorously.

* The Honduran central bank announced monetary policy measures that would inject some

$465.5 million into the financial system, seeking to mitigate the virus' economic impact.

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

* The Chinese city of Wuhan ended a two-month lockdown, but a northern town started

restricting the movement of its residents. New imported cases in the northern province of

Heilongjiang surged to a daily high of 25, fuelled by a continued influx of infected travellers

arriving from Russia.

* Mainland China reported 62 new cases, up from 32 a day earlier. The total number of

confirmed cases stood at 81,802.

* Hong Kong said social-distancing restrictions, including the closure of some bars and pubs

and a ban on public gatherings of more than four people, would be extended until April 23.

* India's 21-day lockdown is set to end next week but several state leaders have called for an

extension or only a partial lifting of restrictions.

* Thailand reported 111 new cases and three more deaths.

* The Bank of Japan said it would scale back some operations such as long-term research and

studies for academic papers following the government's decision to declare a state of

emergency. It will continue to release key economic indicators as usual.

* Australia's chief medical officer said researchers were analysing data to help the

government plot a recovery, after lockdown measures bought it some time.

* Philippines extended its lockdown and home quarantine measures until the end of April.



* Indonesia approved a request by the Jakarta administration to impose further large-scale

social restrictions on the capital.

* India will allow limited exports of an anti-malaria drug that US President Donald Trump has

touted as a potential weapon in the fight against the virus.

* Japanese automaker Nissan said its sales in China fell 44.9% from a year earlier in March.

MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA

* Most Middle Eastern countries are seeing worrying daily increases in cases but the region

still has a chance to contain its spread, a senior WHO official said.

* The coronavirus could eventually infect between 10,000 and 200,000 people in Saudi

Arabia, the kingdom's health minister said.

* Egypt will ban any public religious gatherings during the holy Muslim fasting month Ramadan

starting in around two weeks.

* South Africa's main health workers' union planned to challenge the government in court on

Tuesday over shortages of protective gear for frontline staff.

ECONOMIC FALLOUT

* Asian stocks were mixed on Wednesday after two sessions of sharp gains as investors

tempered their optimism about the coronavirus while death tolls were still mounting across

the globe.

* British employers' demand for staff plummeted in March, with job vacancies contracting for

the first time in nearly 11 years, as the pandemic brought hiring activity to a halt

* New Zealand business confidence fell sharply in April, with most key activity indicators

hitting record lows amid fears over the economic damage from the pandemic.

* Euro zone finance ministers hope to agree on measures worth half a trillion euros to finance

recovery from the coronavirus, a discussion that has sown divisions

* The Trump administration asked Congress for an additional $250 billion in emergency

economic aid for small US businesses reeling from the pandemic.

* US job openings fell in February, suggesting the labour market was losing momentum even

before stringent measures to control the outbreak shuttered businesses.

* Latin American assets extended their recovery into a second session on Tuesday, as risk

assets were propped up by hopes that the coronavirus outbreak had peaked in several hot

spots.

* Slovenia will post a "high" budget deficit and public debt will increase this year, the Fiscal

Council said on Tuesday.

* Portugal will boost its credit lines for struggling businesses to 4.2 billion euros on

Wednesday, after it was bolstered by a state aid package from the European Commission.

* Japan will sell a record amount of extra bonds this fiscal year, worth more than $165 billion,

straining the industrial world's heaviest debt burden.

* Thailand approved measures worth $58 billion on Tuesday.



* Nearly 140 campaign groups and charities urged the IMF and World Bank, G20 governments

and private creditors to help the world's poorest countries through the crisis by cancelling

debt payments.

* The IMF said it was considering Nigeria's request for $3.4 billion in emergency financing to

combat the impact of the pandemic.

Headline Roundup

Global Coronavirus Death Toll Passes 81,000 as Some Lockdowns Tighten

The US death toll from the new coronavirus rose sharply, with nearly 50% more people killed

Tuesday than any previous day in the epidemic, according to a Wall Street Journal analysis of

data from Johns Hopkins University.

Between 8 p.m. Monday and the same time Tuesday, 1,939 people in the US died from Covid-

19, the respiratory disease caused by the virus. The previous record was set Saturday, when

1,320 died.

Contributing to the national record, New York, New Jersey, Louisiana and Illinois reported

their highest daily death tolls from the new coronavirus Tuesday, reflecting a precipitous climb

in US fatalities even as officials in some of the hard-hit states cautiously advised their

outbreaks were starting to slow.

European countries with falling infection rates began easing their restrictions, while some

Asian leaders called for extended lockdowns to fight the pandemic. UK Prime Minister Boris

Johnson remained in intensive care, suffering from severe symptoms of the virus.

Confirmed infections in the US were more than double that of any other nation, at more than

396,000, according to the Johns Hopkins data. American deaths from the virus rose to

12,722, and 20,191 have recovered.

Globally, the number of confirmed cases rose to more than 1.4 million, while deaths topped

81,000, according to the Johns Hopkins data. More than 298,000 people have recovered.

President Trump said Tuesday that his administration would look into withholding money from

the World Health Organization as the coronavirus continued to spread. Mr. Trump said that

the WHO had become "China-centric" and criticized the group for opposing his travel

restrictions on China.

The Trump administration can't unilaterally withhold US funding for the WHO, which is

appropriated by Congress. Mr. Trump's budget proposal for fiscal 2021, released in February,

called for reducing US funding for the organization by half, but there is little indication that

congressional leaders would agree to such cuts.

Switzerland Loses Grip on World's Lowest Borrowing Costs

Switzerland's bond yields have shot higher than those of Germany for the first time in years,

causing the financial haven to lose its long-held position as the economy with the world's

lowest borrowing costs.

Yields on Swiss government bonds are still in negative territory but have risen sharply in

recent weeks, as the Swiss National Bank's SNBN 4.63% response to the coronavirus

pandemic has been less aggressive than efforts by the European Central Bank and the US

https://quotes.wsj.com/CH/XSWX/SNBN?mod=chiclets


Federal Reserve. Investors are paying up for eurozone government bonds in particular, thanks

to bond-buying programs the ECB has introduced that the SNB hasn't.

Two-year and 10-year Swiss bond yields have risen higher than those on rival German bonds

for the first time in more than a decade. A 10-year Swiss government bond yields minus

0.27%, compared with minus 0.97% on March 9. That is now 0.10 percentage point higher

than comparable German bonds, which sport the lowest yields among major economies.

Japanese yields were the world's lowest for a time in 2018.

The yield on the 10-year US Treasury note settled Tuesday at 0.735%, up from 0.675%

Monday. Yields, which rise when bond prices fall, have climbed for two sessions in a row,

reflecting a shift among investors toward riskier assets such as stocks.

The increase in yields in Switzerland is attracting demand for the Swiss franc, causing it to rise

to its highest level against the euro since July 2015. It fell slightly on Tuesday, but remains

near recent highs, with €1 buying 1.05 Swiss francs.

To prevent the franc from rising too quickly and causing damage to the export-dependent

Swiss economy, the SNB appears to have stepped up its weekly interventions in the currency

markets. The past two weeks saw an 18 billion Swiss franc ($18.4 billion) increase in the SNB's

so-called sight deposits, a proxy that analysts use to measure currency intervention. That was

the biggest jump since January 2015.

At its March meeting, the Swiss National Bank said it was intervening in the foreign-exchange

market after coronavirus fears had sent the franc up to become "more highly valued."

EU Science Chief Resigns With Blast At Coronavirus Response

 

The president of the European Research Council — the EU's top scientist — has resigned after

failing to persuade Brussels to set up a large-scale scientific programme to fight Covid-19.

Professor Mauro Ferrari, who started a four-year term as leader of Europe's flagship scientific

institution on January 1, submitted his resignation to EU commission president Ursula von der

Leyen on Tuesday afternoon.

"I have been extremely disappointed by the European response to Covid-19," he said in a

statement to the Financial Times. "I arrived at the ERC a fervent supporter of the EU [but] the

Covid-19 crisis completely changed my views, though the ideals of international collaboration I

continue to support with enthusiasm."



The ERC, set up in 2007 to fund Europe's best scientists, has become one of the world's most

prestigious funding agencies with a budget of around €2bn a year.

Prof Ferrari, an Italian-American pioneer of nanomedicine, said his rift with the European

Commission started in early March "as it became evident that the pandemic would be a

tragedy of possibly unprecedented proportions".

He said he proposed then to set up a special ERC programme to combat Covid-19. "I thought

that at a time like this, the very best scientists in the world should be provided with resources

and opportunities to fight the pandemic, with new drugs, new vaccines, new diagnostic tools,

new behavioural dynamic approaches based on science, to replace the oft-improvised

intuitions of political leaders," he said.

But the ERC Scientific Council, its governing body, unanimously rejected the idea, he said, on

the grounds that its remit allows it only to fund "bottom-up" research proposed by scientists,

rather than larger "top-down" programmes with objectives set by EU leaders.

"I argued that this was not the time for scientific governance to worry excessively about the

subtleties of the distinctions between bottom-up versus top-down research," said Prof Ferrari,

who spent much of his career as a prominent cancer researcher in the US.

He said he got a second chance when Ms von der Leyen asked him for his views on

addressing the pandemic. He then developed a plan "to which she contributed substantial

directives".

"The very fact that I worked directly with her created an internal political thunderstorm," he

said. "The proposal was passed on to different layers of European Commission administration,

where I believe it disintegrated upon impact."

The commission confirmed that Prof Ferrari had stepped down but did not respond to a

request for further comment.

Prof Ferrari lamented "the complete absence of co-ordination of healthcare policies among

member states, the recurrent opposition to cohesive financial support initiatives, the pervasive

one-sided border closures" in the EU.

Oil Climbs As Traders Pin Hopes On Output Reduction

Oil prices rallied after two straight days of decline as traders pinned hopes on a deal later this

week between Saudi Arabia and Russia that would curb production and underpin the market.

Brent crude, the international oil benchmark, climbed 2.4 per cent to $32.63 a barrel in Asia

trading on Wednesday. It fell more than 6 per cent over Monday and Tuesday combined,

following a sharp rally at the end of last week. G20 oil ministers are set to meet on Friday to

try to find measures to support the global industry.

Before that, Saudi Arabia and Russia are scheduled to meet on Thursday to address a feud

over production that has flooded global markets with supply and halved the price of oil this

year.

"We’re obviously set up for the next couple of days with very high expectations,” said Robert

Rennie, global head of market strategy at Westpac. The G20 meeting would be the first time

ministers have specifically convened to address energy issues, underscoring the depth of

unease about the oil crash.



On Friday, US President Donald Trump called on Russia and Saudi Arabia to reduce oil

production by at least 10m barrels a day to put a floor under prices. Demand for crude oil has

been hit hard as the coronavirus outbreak shuts down economic activity around the world.

“The market is very concerned about physical storage capacity, and even if we do see

agreements within Opec, they may not be real agreements,” Mr Rennie said. “We need to see

real production taken out of the market from a global point of view.”

The gains for oil came as a two-day rally in Asia equities ran out of steam, with most markets

following Wall Street lower after a wave of optimism earlier in the week ebbed away.

Pandemic Grips Britain With Johnson Still in Intensive Care

Prime Minister Boris Johnson remained in intensive care while his deputy tried to reassure

Britain that the battle against coronavirus was under control even as the daily death toll rose

to a record.

The UK is headed into its peak of the outbreak and the government is contending with

criticism over its handling of the crisis, with hospitals short of protective equipment and testing

lagging behind other countries.

Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab, pushed into the spotlight as Johnson fights the disease in

the hospital, told the nation on Tuesday evening that he was confident his boss would pull

through. “If there’s one thing I know about this prime minister, he’s a fighter,” Raab said.

With signs of the pandemic turning the corner in Spain and Italy, Europe’s hardest-hit

countries, Britain is moving into its most critical phase. The Department of Health said that the

number of people dying from Covid-19 had risen by 786 in 24 hours, bringing the total to

6,159.

The government’s chief scientific adviser, Patrick Vallance, said there were signs for optimism

in the numbers for new infections, which were stable. There would need more data, though,

before the authorities could make any decision to end a lockdown that’s crippling the

economy.

“It’s possible we’re beginning to see the start of a change where we see the numbers

flattening off,” Vallance, standing alongside Raab at the daily virus press conference, said.

“We won’t be sure of that for a week or so.”

Johnson’s move to hospital in London on Sunday evening -- and then the facility for the most

at-risk patients -- has compounded a sense of a government struggling to get to grips with the

crisis. Over the course of March there were a series of abrupt changes of course.

On Tuesday evening, Chief Medical Officer Chris Whitty suggested that the UK’s lack of

emphasis on testing had been a mistake when commenting on why Germany appeared to

have a lower fatality rate.

“We all know that Germany got ahead in terms of its ability to do testing for the virus and

there’s a lot to learn from that,” he said. “And we’ve been trying to learn the lessons from

that.”

Model Portfolio

Two things to watch today, still looking to add to the US equities short and I’m going to close

out the WTI (CL) long with the look to buy Brent at cheaper levels.



All updates on the @PiQViP Twitter account

Looking Ahead

The highlight of the day is undoubtedly the release of the Fed Minutes.

Also, as has been the case all week, listen out for OPEC(+(+(+(+(+))))) comments ahead of

tomorrow’s House Party get together!

We would be looking out for news from the Eurogroup on how EU member states plan to

bring about a coordinated fiscal response to the COVID Crisis, but predictably that has fallen

apart.

Keep it tight!

https://twitter.com/PiQViP
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